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The Republic of Benin is located in Western Africa and is bordered by Togo, Nigeria, Burkina Faso and Niger. It was established in the late 1800s as a French colony.
The country now has a population of nearly 8.5 million on its 110,000 kilometers of land, and it has become one of the most tourist-friendly destinations on the African
continent. Benin has quite a few hotels with ocean access and views, and other classic amenities.
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Auberge de Dassa Zoume
The Auberge de Dassa Zoume is near the grotto of the Virgin Mary on the outskirts of Dassa Zoume. People from all over West Africa come to pray at the shine. The
hotel has 12 guestrooms. Half have air-conditioning and televisions, and the other half have ceiling fans. Private bathrooms and mosquito proofing are included. Other
amenities include a conference space, a bar, restaurant and outdoor dining. There are plenty of outdoor activities to do in the area, including hiking, biking, swimming,
scuba diving and fishing. Auberge de Dessa Zoume B.P. 95 Dassa Zoumé, Benin 229-22-53-0098 en.hotels-benin.com/auberge/dassazoume.php

Auberge de Grand Popo
Grand Popo is located near the sea and has a number of older colonial buildings in the area. The Auberge de Grand Popo is actually constructed from old colonial
administration buildings. There are a total of eight rooms in office of the commander and 12 rooms in the old cultural center. Amenities include a terrace bar, ocean views
and private bathrooms. There are a number of activities that guests can enjoy. Outdoor activities include hiking, swimming, snorkeling and fishing. There are also
historical and cultural destinations within the town. Auberge de Grand Popo B.P. 6 Grand Popo, Benin 229-22-43-0047 en.hotels-benin.com/auberge/grandpopo.php

Auberge de Savalou
The Auberge de Savalou is located in the town of Savalou in an old administrative office building that has been restored. The hotel has 10 bedrooms. Half have ceiling
fans, and half have air-conditioning. All rooms have private bathrooms. Hotel amenities include a bar/restaurant with a terrace. Visitors can take a short ride to the village
of Ouesse and find vendors who sell traditional crafts. Auberge de Savalou B.P. 166 Savalou, Benin 229-22-54-0524 en.hotels-benin.com/auberge/savalou.php
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